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2.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND CHURCH NEWS
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ministerial Services – Anyone requiring the services of a Minister should contact
their own Elder who will make enquiries on their behalf.
Time of Sunday Services – 10.45 a.m.
_________________________________________________________________________________
WEEKLY NOTICE SHEETS –
Please forward details of items and events for the weekly notice sheets to Peter Galloway –
email pagalloway@hotmail.com or mobile phone number 07 763 912 670.
_________________________________________________________________________________
COPY DATE FOR THE NOVEMBER REVIEW IS – SUNDAY 21st OCTOBER 2018.
_________________________________________________________________________________
CHANGE OF TELEPHONE NUMBER – REVD. ALAN SMITH
Please amend your Church Directory to show Alan Smith’s new number which is

0191 3723006
_________________________________________________________________________________
REMEMBRANCE SERVICE ON 11th NOVEMBER – 100th Anniversary.
Reverend Ray Anglesea will take the service.
_________________________________________________________________________________
A STUDENT EVENING will take place in our Hall on TUESDAY 30th OCTOBER.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Christiane Mitchell would like to thank all members and friends for their
many kindnesses to her during her stay in hospital. The visits and messages
of support were all very much appreciated. It means a great deal to be part
of such a warm and caring Church community. Thank you all, so much.
Christiane
_________________________________________________________________________________

? Christian Aid Quiz Evening
Monday 15th October.

?

Do you watch the quiz programmes and get most (or at least some) of the questions right? Or just
enjoy them? Why not join in the Quiz Evening for Christian Aid on Monday 15th October at The
Foresters, Stanley Crook? This is organised by Wear Valley Justice and Peace Group, part of
Churches Together in Crook, and has been running for a few years now. For only £6 per person you
get an excellent buffet put on by The Foresters (drinks available from the bar) and a very pleasant
evening – a range of questions!
Buffet from 7.00 p.m. Quiz begins at 7.30.
Booking in advance is necessary: please send names to Belinda Burke at bel.burke@gmail.com
Phone: 01388 762620
not later than Wednesday 10th October, please
Full details are on the poster in the church hall.
Ruth Crofton

3.
On Sunday 9th September 2018, Reverend Ruth Crofton baptised Herbert Alfred Sarsfield-Rumsby
(Bertie), son of Victoria and Daniel and grandson of Janet and Ernie Sarsfield. Bertie’s paternal
grandparents Nicky and Mary were also present. Godparents were Emily Sarsfield and Daniel’s
youngest brother Alex Smye-Rumsby.

4.
Art Auction and Sale
A big ‘thank you’ to all who helped with and who supported the Art Auction and Sale on 30th August.
There was an excellent selection of artwork, with the bonus that some of the artists were with us or
known to us and some beautiful cakes, with the bonus that some of the cooks were with us! It was a
very enjoyable evening that, once Gift Aid has been collected, will have made a wonderful £501.
It was good to be able to have Resource Centre and Church Members together and sharing in the fun
of the evening. Again, thank you. Ruth Crofton
_________________________________________________________________________________

Traidcraft faces end of 40 years’ trading
Ethical consumption is challenged in difficult economic climate
Traidcraft plc, the Fairtrade pioneers whose church-based retailers have transformed shopping in the
UK, subject to consultation, could cease trading by the end of 2018 unless a solution can be found in
the coming month. The plc, which generates £10m in annual sales was founded by six people in
Newcastle in 1979. It’s now in formal consultation with staff and other stakeholders following
recent poor trading figures. The business has experienced shocks caused by the decision to leave the
EU, and along with other retailers, sales have been hit by economic uncertainty and stagnating wages.
Chief Executive Robin Roth said:
“We are the sort of business that pays up front – that’s in our nature as an ethical business. So when
the pound fell after the Brexit referendum, we took a hit. We also stand by our published prices, so
unlike other retailers we stood by our customers, absorbed a lot of the additional cost, and kept price
rises to a minimum.”
These factors, together with a disappointing online relaunch, contributed to the decision by the
Traidcraft board to propose to cease trading at the end of the year unless a solution can be found.
Traidcraft plc’s charity arm, Traidcraft Exchange, is a separate organisation and will continue its
work with producers and in campaigning and lobbying for trade justice in the UK regardless of what
happens to Traidcraft plc. All the plc’s 68 staff, based at Traidcraft HQ in Gateshead, are facing
redundancy.
Traidcraft’s 4,300 Fair Traders, 85% of whom are motivated by faith, account for about half of
Traidcraft’s revenue. Their sales of tea, coffee, cards and crafts at church fetes and school fairs have
even changed the buying decisions of major supermarkets.
“Our wonderful, committed Fair Traders make a daily difference in the life of fledgling enterprises in
hard-to-reach parts of the world”, says Robin. “Because of their love for the cause, Fairtrade got on
the High Street, and a new generation is growing to understand justice as an everyday matter.”
Fair Traders, customers, and supporters have been encouraged to continue supporting Traidcraft plc
as a good autumn season is a pre-requisite if the company is to have a future model.
Alliances between Fair Traders and Traidcraft’s charity arm will continue, by means of fundraising
events, donations and campaigning for change, even if trading ceases.
The Chief Executive wants people to get in touch with ideas for a future for Traidcraft plc:
lovetraidcraft@traidcraft.co.uk
All media enquiries to W North:
Christian Cerisola 0191 375 9100 or 07824 553170 christian@wcommunications.co.uk
Becky Beaumont 0191 375 9100 or 07875 649303 becky.beaumont@wcommunications.co.uk

5.
EDITOR’S LETTER
DEAR READERS,

St. Cuthbert’s Hospice offers fantastic facilities and services to Guests and their families and friends.
It has beautiful grounds, a greenhouse and many cultivated beds with flowers (above) and fruit.
There is also a Volunteer Scarecrow,
called Seymour, who is very smartly
dressed! Beyond the vegetable
garden is a field with different
coloured Highland cattle.
The Café is open to the public from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to Friday.
The Hospice celebrates its 30th
Anniversary this year.
Our grand-daughter, Lauren, returned
safely from her 3 weeks in Tanzania
as a Volunteer in a hospital. She
packed a great deal into her time there and has some wonderful photographs,
including those of a Safari in the Serengeti.
If you would like to share some news, or photos from holidays or events, or provide an interesting
article, please send them to me.
Lucille Thomson
The next issue of The Review will be published on Sunday 4th November 2018.
Contributions please to Lucille Thomson at church or BY POST or Tel. 0191-3861052 or e-mail
lesthomson@talktalk.net - no later than NOON on Sunday 21st October 2018.

6.
NOTES OF THE ELDERS’ MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 2018
Kathleen opened the meeting by reading James 3 13-18 (2 kinds of wisdom) followed by prayer.
1) Matters Arising from the Minutes
i)
Item 3c – Pastorate Profile – Helen and Yvonne were unable to attend the last meeting. Yvonne
circulated copies of the minutes of that meeting to bring Elders up to date. Awaiting advertising
of the post.
ii) Item 3d – Meeters and Greeters – some names received to help. More names needed to put
together a rota.
iii) Item 6 – Church Giving and Offertory – Sandy distributed copies of a draft letter about Church
Giving and state of our Finances. The meeting agreed the letter and that Gift Aid should be
included to let people know an extra 25% can be raised if a tax payer. Our treasurer needs to be
made aware who wants to contribute to this scheme and also who wishes to leave money to the
Church in their wills. It was decided to place an article in the Church magazine. The draft letter
with amendments is to go out to all church members and friends.
2) Correspondence
i) Sandy mentioned a letter from Ben Somervelle. Sandy had given our church worship details to
him to be included in a leaflet handed out on a procession on 13 October and at Fresher’s week
and afternoon tea. The meeting was also advised that Ron Todd will represent us at a County
Council meeting in the town hall on 12 September regarding setting up a Durham Churches Trail.
3) Church Meeting- 23 September- Church Offertory/ Website
i) The meeting agreed to put forward the motion to the next church meeting that people should make
their offering at the back of the church before the start of the service and it will then be brought
forward during the service. It was also agreed that there would be a demonstration of the Church
Website.
4) Harvest / Remembrance / Christmas arrangements i) Harvest – 30 September – Service followed by a soup, crusty bread and bring and share pudding
lunch. Helen to provide soup and bread and donations of puddings to be requested. Money
raised to go to Christian Aid.
5) Remembrance
i) The service on 11 November will be taken by Rev Ray Anglesea. Yvonne to ask Ray if anything
special will be done to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the end of the 1918 War. We hope to
mention our named soldiers on that day to coincide with the issue of our booklet to them.
6) Christmas
i) John Durell detailed the agreed arrangements -Sunday 23 December – Ruth Crofton, Monday 24
December, 6.30pm – Elders and Friends service -coffee/ mince pies 6pm and Carols and
Christmas service, 6.30pm. Christmas Day -Tuesday 25 December- 10 am service, John Durell.
Sunday 30 December – John Durell. All details to go in the magazine and Grapevine.
7) General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
i) Helen updated the meeting on the work she is doing, checking and updating our church policy to
comply with the latest laws. The meeting agreed to review all policies in March each year to
make sure we are compliant and up to date.
8) A.O.B.
i) Kathleen Clasper advised us that the Synod surveyor had visited the premises on 4 September and
we await the report.
ii) The church leaflet needs to be updated by taking out Donald’s weekly prayer session on Tuesday
mornings.
9) Next meeting – The next meeting will be on Wednesday 3 October 2018 at 7 p.m. Helen
Cockburn to chair the meeting and Yvonne Melville to take minutes.
10) The meeting closed with the saying of the Grace.

7.
Heather and Ron Todd spotted this sign in the Malverns. Heather says, “The guests in this hotel all
found it most agreeable, but I haven’t yet been able to find any reviews on TRIP ADVISOR!

8.
DEMENTIA – a growing problem.
For some time following the death of my dear Ros I had been wondering how in some way I could
possibly repay the wonderful caring support we had received from the NHS. Every month we
enjoyed the visit of Helen, the psychiatric nurse from the Bowes Lyon unit in Durham, a comforting
and reassuring time.
Then came the delivery of St. Cuthbert Hospice newsletter disclosing the creation of the Namaste
project, headed by Nicola Kendall, an experienced Admiral nurse, and I hastened to volunteer my
help. The scheme involves each volunteer being “matched” to a patient of the same gender for home
visitation on a regular basis to befriend and offer respite care to the sufferer as well as the carer, who
must always remain in the house although not necessarily in the same room.
My earlier experience as a visiting officer for the National Assistance Board over several years
counted in my favour for I must have called upon several thousand homes, meeting and gaining the
confidence of complete strangers. That job was as much social work as meeting financial need and in
my view very much more successful than the present Work and Pensions provision, dealt with largely
“on line” or telephonically and open to fraud and abuse.
Anyway, my boss Nicola was pleased to welcome my offered services and after a period of “in
house” training I began visitation. Rewarding and (hopefully) helpful, I found that after initial
introductions and ice-breaking chats we could all relish some happy interludes with some hilarity
when I regaled my “visitees” with accounts of thespian activities undertaken in earlier years.
The concept Namaste derives from Asian, mainly Hindu culture and is as follows:‘I honour the place in you that is the same in me.
I honour in you where the whole universe resides.
I honour the place in you of love, of light, of peace and of truth.
I honour the place in you that is the same in me.
There is but one Namaste.’
Nicola was commissioned some months ago to write a book outlining the scheme and its operation
initially in Durham but due to be rolled out more broadly nationally. That book should be published
before the end of this year.
Ian Graham
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Beetle and the Cocktail Stick … A lesson in Humility. (From Barbara Tinsley)
As I was sitting in the garden the other day, I noticed a small green beetle walking
towards a cocktail stick that happened to be on the garden table. He climbed on to
the stick and proceeded to walk across. Reaching the end, he climbed down (he was
very small) and turned round and walked back across. Arriving at the other end of the cocktail stick
he clambered down and crawled back the way he had come. Seeing nothing at that end to interest
him he again went back along to the other side. This continued for a few more sessions until I
thought, “Doesn’t he realise that there is absolutely nothing at either end of the stick to interest him?
Really! How could one measure his attention span. A hundredth of a second?”
Wondering what he would do if I were to lift the stick very gently, about a quarter of an inch from the
table, still keeping it horizontal, I did just that. He stopped, paused for a second and then flew away.
What an ability!
I can’t fly!

9.

The Inspiration of the Geese
This autumn, when you see geese heading south for
the winter, flying in a ‘V’ formation, you might
consider what science has discovered as to why they
fly that way. As each bird flaps its wings, it creates
an uplift for the bird immediately following. By
flying in a ‘V’ formation, the whole flock adds at
least 71% greater flying range than if each bird flew
on its own. People who share a common direction
and sense of community can get where they are going
more quickly and easily, because they are travelling on the thrust of one another.
When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of trying to go it alone
and quickly gets back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird in front. If we
have the sense of a goose, we will stay in formation with those people who are heading the same way
we are.
When the head goose gets tired, it rotates back in the wing and another goose flies the point.
It is sensible to take turns doing demanding jobs, whether with people or with geese flying south.
Geese honk from behind to encourage those up front to keep up their speed.
How much do we encourage others?
Finally – and this is important – when a goose gets sick or is wounded by gunshot, and falls out of the
formation, two other geese fall out with that goose and follow it down to lend help and protection.
They stay with the fallen goose until it is able to fly or until it dies; and only then do they launch out
on their own, or fly with another formation to catch up with their own group.
If we have the sense of a goose, we will stand by each other like that. (Submitted by Jessie Goodall)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SCENE: The pearly gates to heaven. St. Peter is receptionist at the entrance. A cat shows up.
St. Peter: I know you! You were a very nice cat on earth and didn’t cause any trouble, so I want to
offer a gift to you of one special thing you have always wanted.
Cat: Well, I did always long to own a nice satin pillow like my master had, so I could lie on it.
St. Peter: That’s easy. Granted. You shall have the satin pillow after you enter in.
Next a group of mice appear.
St. Peter: Ah, I remember you. You were such good mice on earth. You didn’t steal food from
anyone’s house and never hurt other animals. Therefore, I want to grant you one special wish you
always wanted.
The Chief Mouse: Well, we always watched the children playing and saw them roller skate, and it
was beautiful, and it looked like so much fun. So can we each have some roller skates, please?
St. Peter: Granted. You shall have your wish.
Next day St. Peter is making the rounds inside the gates, and sees the cat.
St. Peter: Well, Cat … Did you enjoy the satin pillow?
Cat: Oh, indeed I did. And I say, that ‘meals on wheels’ thing was a nice touch, too!

[From “A Box of Delights” compiled by J.John & Mark Stibbe]
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Nursing Elective in Tanzania
My name is Lauren Thomson and I am going in to my third year of children’s nursing at
Keele University. This blog is about my journey during the three weeks I spent in Arusha,
Tanzania; volunteering in their government hospital, working with the organisation ‘Plan
my Gap Year (PMGY)’. I would love to share with you all, every single thing I did but it
would be a long read, so I will share the key parts with you. Driving down to Manchester
Airport from Durham on that Saturday morning, I could feel the excitement and nerves
bundling up inside me. My flight was 9:35pm so I was trying to prepare myself for the
long flight ahead. I transferred at Doha airport and arrived safely at Kilimanjaro airport at
3pm on the Sunday. When I first arrived for my nursing elective, I was collected at the
airport by a member of the PMGY team. We then drove for around an hour, in the taxi to
the volunteer house. We passed houses and shops, that were like little huts, just as you
would expect from what you see on TV. Men, women, children walking the streets, in
groups or alone with several different items on their heads. I arrived at what became my home for three weeks.
The welcome at the house was lovely - having the opportunity to meet other volunteers, our co-ordinators and
the house mamas and their children. I was shown to my room and soon became settled and chatted with the
other volunteers, who soon became my friends. We had dinner, cooked by the house mamas which was
incredibly tasty; in fact, every meal I had at the house was delicious. We watched a movie together and I then
went off to bed, excited for the days ahead.
Monday, we had a city orientation around Arusha. We were shown how to get to and
from places on a Dalla Dalla, which is the local transport around Tanzania (the African
back massage people may call it). On orientation, we visited local and Masai markets,
women threading bead by bead and Tanzanians hand carving wooden ornaments or
painting the most beautiful paintings. We were shown local places to eat and I tried
my first ever chips masala; little did I realise this would become a favourite food of
mine. Throughout my trip, we learnt basic Swahili that would benefit us when
travelling around but also at our placement areas. The temperature was between 25
and 30 degrees on a day to day basis, which was an enjoyable climate.
Monday to Friday was spent working in the hospital. As a
children’s student nurse, I spent most of my time working
on the paediatric ward, maternity and theatres. Before I set
off for my journey in Tanzania, I set up a fundraising page
where I was able to raise money to purchase medical
resources, over £500!! The hospital was incredibly grateful
for the medical resources I purchased. Particularly the
pulse oximetry meters, as Pneumonia is one of the most
common problems in children in Tanzania and oxygen
saturations is something they were unable to monitor, as
they didn’t have the equipment. Within these departments,
I was able to see patients with a wide range of conditions,
including: pneumonia, sepsis, prematurity, epilepsy and
HIV. I was able to take part in procedures such as HIV
testing, regular observations and administration of
injections. I was interested to witness the number of
patients who would have incredibly high fevers, yet doctors and nurses did not always see it as being a huge
concern. I also came to notice that long term conditions such as Epilepsy are not as well understood. A
conversation with a doctor led me to find out that due to a lack of education, parents will go to prayer when
incidents like seizures occur as it is seen to be more spiritual than medical. The most common religions were
Christianity and Muslim. I did not come across any mental health centres whilst I was there either, which is
interesting considering the increase in the UK.
I particularly enjoyed being able to show compassion to children and their families, despite most of the time
there being a huge language barrier. I attempted to use my vision cards that had pictures on and translations in
both English and Swahili to help me overcome some language barriers. I used my stickers and funny faces to
try and calm a child down. Handing out colouring books and pencils, which I brought to the children, really lit
up their faces and teaching a boy how to hold a pencil and colour in really made my day. I was able to meet
some lovely staff who were willing to show me the ropes but others weren’t so interested.

11.
I also enjoyed my time spent in maternity as I assisted with the deliveries of bringing new precious lives into the
world. I palpated a baby, listened with an ultrasound machine and carried out new-born observations (which is
not common practice in the government hospital); nurses will take a new-born’s temperature 30 minutes after
birth and that is it … worrying I know! Although, maternity was great, it was also probably the most challenging.
Women are treated with such little dignity and are told to be quiet whilst they are screaming out in pain. They
must bring their own resources in to hospital, which is something you would never see back in the UK.
Volunteers and I led a resuscitation of two babies during my time. Being a big part of the resuscitations really
tested my leadership and management skills, something I have never had to have been a part of in the UK. The
frustrating thing I found is nothing is done in a hurry and things are not prioritised. I am very proud of myself
and the volunteers for being able to make a difference! Watching caesareans was interesting, the way the doctors
pull at the women’s abdomens is like nothing I’ve seen before.
As well as being involved with the medical side
of the hospital which was surprising,
interesting and challenging, I was part of a fun
and amazing project. Another volunteer
decided to purchase paint out of her donations
and over the course of three days we
redecorated the paediatric ward.
Painting animals, butterflies, flowers and
sunrises really brightened up what used to be a
really depressing looking ward, now a real
child-friendly environment (in the process
managing to cover myself in paint!).
I also had the opportunity, on a public Muslim
holiday, to spend a day in the orphanage
surrounded by the happiest of children. The
children at the orphanage would have teaching
in the morning and then would have the
opportunity to play. They would eat porridge
for breakfast, lunch and dinner and then would repeat the same day over.
These children amazed me by their happiness and how
much they were fascinated by little things like playing
with my hair, it really put things into perspective for me.

12.
I chose Tanzania due to always wanting to visit Africa and experience work in a third-world country, where there
is much need for development. However, I also chose it because
of its worldwide known tourist attractions such as Mt. Kilimanjaro
and the beautiful national parks. I was lucky to spend four days
doing a Safari, to the Terengere national park, on to the Serengeti
and then to the Ngorongoro Crater, seeing the ‘Big Five’ and
camping out under the star-lit sky; it was simply incredible!!

I went on another day trip hiking to Mt. Meru waterfall, which
was so much fun and a final day relaxing at Moshi Hot Springs
just by Mt. Kilimanjaro. I will never forget these trips for as long
as I live, they gave me the downtime that was much needed from
the challenging days faced in the hospital. Other free time was
spent embracing all the wonderful local culture, the Masai
people and traditional food.

Overall my experience in Tanzania is one that I will treasure forever. It had its challenges and has made me
realise how lucky I am to have the NHS – a healthcare company that is free, specialised and most importantly
cares for those in need. I will not forget the children, families and mums I cared for during my time there and
how even putting a smile on their faces was something, and contributed towards making a difference to their
days. I will always remember the fantastic trips I went on, particularly the Serengeti which had to be my
favourite and the most amazing people I met, including my co-ordinators, the house mamas and other volunteers;
I have made some friends for life.
I encourage anyone who can, to visit Arusha, Tanzania, embrace every second and grab any opportunity that
comes to you. I hope to return in the foreseeable future, as it truly was a memorable, life-changing trip. A
former volunteer friend of mine is hoping to start a medical project working in the Masai villages, where
people have nothing, and I really hope to be a part of it. Asante Sana (Thank you very much) Tanzania for
having such a positive, life-changing impact on my life and my future career as a children’s nurse!!
Lauren Thomson

13.
OUT AND ABOUT with URCHIN
Harvest Home was seen as being the end of the agricultural year, the reaping was done and the farmer
would entertain his labourers at a formal Harvest Home, where there would be food, drink and fun.
A traditional song chorus is “So drink boys. drink, and see that you not spill, for if you do you shall
drink two, for that is our master’s will!” For after a summer of agricultural toil, fun was needed.
But the staid Victorians introduced church services to bless the crops. When your scribe was a lad
and there was a Sunday School, the children brought gifts, perhaps from their gardens, and these were
processed into church and laid neatly on the communion table by the Minister. Today, when for
many, vegetable growing is a mystery, flowers and foliage and local fruits and vegetables welcome
the faithful with the sheaf-like bread, which your scribe never knew from where it came, nor does he
now! We inevitably sang “We plough the fields and scatter the good seed on the land.”
In St. Martin-in-the- Fields, Pearly Kings and Pearly
Queens process in their black garb with their patterns of
pearl buttons and give thanks to God for the success of
the harvest which they will sell from their stalls during
the week.
Many faiths hold their own harvest blessings. Succoth,
the Jewish feast of Tabernacles, serves as a reminder of
40 years in the wilderness, journeying from Egypt to
Israel. Vaisakhi, the ancient Punjabi harvest festival is
celebrated in April by fifty thousand or so Sikhs in
Southall. What the ancients did, we know not!
The warm summer and the diligence of your scribe has
ensured that there has been a good crop of tomatoes from
the greenhouse, and proves yet again that home-grown
tomatoes taste so much better than shop-bought ones.
Your hedonistic scribe is able to put on October’s page of
the calendar that the final jolly holly of the year is
booked, for we head for the island of Crete on 9th
October. “Hurrah!” cries your scribe for he likes
something to look forward to almost as much as the jolly
holly lying ahead.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Some street art to surprise you …

14.
ROTAS - SUNDAYS - PREACHERS - OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2018

October

7th
Revds.
Margaret &
Ken Harris

14th
Revd.
Alan
Middleton

21st
Revd. Prof.
Douglas
Davies

28th
Mrs. Barbara
Ledger

November

4th
Revd. Prof.
David
Wilkinson

11th
Revd. Ray
Anglesea
Remembrance
Sunday

18th
Mr. Bill
Offler

25th
Revd. Dr.
Matthew
Prevett

ELDERS AND DOOR DUTIES - OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2018

October

November

ELDERS

DOOR DUTIES

7th

Mrs. K. Clasper

Mrs. H. Cockburn

14th

Mrs. H. Cockburn

Mr. S. Ogilvie

21st

Mrs. D. Jackson

Mr. M. Reay

28th

Mrs. J. Sarsfield

Mrs. W. Surtees

4th

Mr. R. Todd

Mrs. H. Todd

11th

Mrs. Y. Melville

Mrs. K. Clasper

18th

Mrs. K. Ogilvie

Mr. & Mrs. L. Thomson

25th

Mr. D. Shirer

Mrs. H. Cockburn

If in doubt about your duties any Sunday, please check the list on the Vestibule notice board.
Please remember – You are responsible for arranging your own replacement.

ELDERS’ MEETINGS (1st Wednesday of month) at 7 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 3rd October 2018
WEDNESDAY 7th November 2018
PROPERTY COMMITTEE (usually 3rd MONDAY of month) at 2 p.m.
But meet as arranged between the Committee Members
Home Truths. Pharmacist to a customer: "Sir, please understand, to buy an anti-depression pill you
need a proper prescription ... simply showing your marriage certificate and wife's picture is not
enough." ......... A bookseller conducting a market survey asked a woman "Which book has helped
you most in your life?" The woman replied, "My husband’s cheque book!"

15.

FLOWER ROTA – OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2018
October – Supervisor Mrs. Jean Graham

November – Supervisor Mrs. J. Graham

7th
14th
21st
28th

4th
11th
18th
25th

Mrs. J. Duthie
Mrs. J. Banister
Mrs. H. Todd
Mrs. F. Waller

Mrs. J. Goodall
Mrs. F. Waller
Mrs. Y. Melville
ADVENT (Advent Ring)

To provide flowers where there is a Vacancy or join the Flower Rota or donate to the Flower Fund,
please contact Mrs. Jean Graham.

COFFEE ROTA – OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER 2018
October

November

7th
14th
21st
28th

4th
11th
18th
25th

Fred Robinson, Margaret Munro
Fiona Bowater, Malcolm Reay
Janet Thornborrow, Judy Banister
Heather Todd

Yvonne Melville, Jean Graham
Win Surtees, Kath Ogilvie
Kathleen Clasper, Barbara Tinsley
Helen Cockburn, Lucille Thomson

Please decide and agree on who is responsible for bringing the milk.
You are responsible for arranging your own replacement.
_________________________________________________________________________________
Some more Street Art …

Bring the Harvest Home
In this world where some ignore Your word, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where some lie and cheat, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where some are driven by greed, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where some must learn to share, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where there are floods and famine, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where some are homeless, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where some live in hunger, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where there could be food for all, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
In this world where You have given us so much, Lord,
Bring the Harvest home.
[L. Thomson, 2018]

